NOTE:
1) REFER TO AAG-2LT-2000 DRAWING FOR GEAR-OP BOM.
2) PLEASE REFER TO OA0015 FOR HARDNESS STENCILING PER API.

ITEM | QTY. | PART NUMBER | DESCRIPTION
--- | --- | --- | ---
1 | 1 | AAG-2LT-2000 | GEAR OP ASSY, PRO GEAR Q2000 2"LT VALVE
2 | 2 | HC0003 | ROLL PIN, 5/16" X 3/4" (LARGE)
3 | 1 | HC0006 | FLAT WASHER, 1/2" STD
4 | 1 | HC0007 | FLAT WASHER, 1/2" FENDER (2'OD)
5 | 1 | HC0009 | HEX HD, 1/2"-20 X 1.00"
6 | 2 | HC0011 | ROLL PIN, 3/16" X 11/16" (SMALL)
7 | 1 | HC0226-PSL2 | GREASE FITTING, 3/4" SAFETAP H2S GBH - PSL2
8 | 2 | OC0016V | O-RING, 2" INSERT H2S (VITON)
9 | 1 | OC0020V | O-RING, 2" ADJ NUT H2S (VITON)
10 | 1 | VC0028-PSL2 | ADJUSTING NUT, 2" H2S PSL2
11 | 1 | VC0049S | INSERT SET, 2" H2S (SPLIT)
12 | 1 | VC0050-PSL2 | PLUG, 2" H2S PSL2
13 | 2 | VC0327 | PLUG SEAL, 1.75" - 3" H2S (VITON/BRASS)
14 | 1 | VC0797-PSL2 | VLV BODY, 2" X 2 1/16 10M H2S CRA (625) PSL2
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